This thesis, written by David James Lindstrom, and entitled Two Ways of Burning a Cotton Field, having been approved in respect to style and intellectual content, is referred to you for judgment.
We have read this thesis and recommend that it be approved. America. The plot is structured around a moral crisis in his rural Paraguayan village. The narrator's neighbor, a man in his late twenties, threatened to kill his partner and her two children. The Paraguayan police were made aware of the situation but did nothing. Peace
__________________________________
Corps management also instructed the narrator to do nothing.
In TWO WAYS OF BURNING A COTTON FIELD, this moral crisis is explored
within the contexts of post-colonial power structures, including economic and ecologic geographies, intersections of community and government, and the colonial-indigenous language continuum of Paraguay (Spanish-Guaraní). Further, these neighbors' localized trauma is located within historical, colonial trauma. Of particular concern is the role that languages -English, Spanish, and Guaraní -play in constructing power, worldview, and relationships within the village.
vii A low light appears beyond the moor. We have waited for an hour, and now on the horizon a few palms stand against a dull blue.
The light does nothing to warm my face. The chickens and guinea hens mill about my feet, pecking at kernels that fall from Aparicio's hands. Guaraní polkas play on a tinny radio.
I have no assigned role here. My hands are too weak to break kernels from the cobs. The water is already piping hot and stored in the thermos, for tea, and it is too dark to do anything but feed chickens. Though we never say it, I am here to sit with my friend and watch the sunrise.
"What is this song about?" I ask.
"His wife found out about the mistress," says Aparicio. "Now she is leaving." He speaks slowly, searching for words in Spanish.
"There are many like that," I say.
"There are many mistresses," says Aparicio, smiling and speaking quickly now in his own language, Guaraní. "That is the Paraguayan man for you," he says, "puro 
